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18 I consider the sufferings of this present time are not worth comparing with the glory 
about to be revealed to us. 19 For the creation waits with eager longing for the revealing 
of the children of God; 20 for the creation was subjected to futility, not of its own will but 
by the will of the one who subjected it, in hope 21 that the creation itself will be set free 
from its bondage to decay and will obtain the freedom of the glory of the children of God. 
22 We know that the whole creation has been groaning in labor pains until now; 23 and 
not only the creation, but we ourselves, who have the first fruits of the Spirit, groan 
inwardly while we wait for adoption, the redemption of our bodies.  24 For in hope we 
were saved. Now hope that is seen is not hope. For who hopes for what is seen? 25 But if 
we hope for what we do not see, we wait for it with patience. 26 Likewise the Spirit helps 
us in our weakness; for we do not know how to pray as we ought, but that very Spirit 
intercedes with sighs too deep for words. 27 And God, who searches the heart, knows 
what is the mind of the Spirit, because the Spirit intercedes for the saints according to the 
will of God.  (Rm. 8:26-27 NRSV) 
 

1 
 I am not a very good waiter.  I’m not talking about a restaurant waiter who serves 
your food.  I’m talking about someone who must wait for something…be it Christmas 
morning when I was a child…or the family vacation to the beach…or my college professor 
to give back the exams so I might see how well or poorly I did…or the birth of any of my 
children…or my teenage children to arrive home safely from a late night gathering with 
friends…or for death to deliver a loved-one from her misery…or justice to roll down like 
waters and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream.1   
 Waiting certainly can have a positive aspect.  It can help to build anticipation.  In 
fact, peculiar as it may sound, sometimes the anticipation is actually better than the dream 
fulfilled.  And sometimes the anticipation is far worse than what actually happens.   
 That being said…I don’t much like waiting – and I bet you don’t either.  If I do not 
know precisely when what I am hoping for will take place, the waiting is even more 
difficult.  When I was a boy I remember watching NASA spacecrafts blast off.  Seemed to 
me it took forever…then some little thing would not be quite right and the launch would 
be delayed.  This would happen three or four times until the mission would have to be 
scrubbed.  My heart went out to the astronauts as they had to un-strap, climb out of the 
capsule, travel back to the main buildings, take off their space suits, and wait for another 
day.   
 Waiting is for the birds… 

2 
 The Apostle Paul didn’t much like waiting either…and neither did the earliest 
Christians. They believed Jesus would return any minute…literally, any minute.  While he 
was still living, Jesus had said to the disciples, “there are some people standing here who 
will not taste death before they see the Son of Man coming in his kingdom.”2  And so after 
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the resurrection and ascension, the faithful were convinced Jesus’ return would occur any 
day, any minute. 
 Eugene Peterson’s rendering of verse 27 of the Romans passage throws light upon 
their sense of expectancy.  Peterson writes… 
 

 (God) knows us far better than we know ourselves, knows our pregnant condition…3 
 
 “Our pregnant condition…”  What a provocative way to describe the way the 
earliest Christians were waiting for Jesus to make good on his promise to return.   
 Though it may be difficult for us to appreciate how passionate and focused they 
were, those earliest Christians were full-term pregnant with expectancy that any minute 
they would turn and their beloved Lord would be at their side.  They wanted that time to 
come because it meant the Gospel would be fulfilled…for justice truly would roll down 
like waters and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream.  Never again would there be 
despicable events like the ones that took place Monday in Manchester, England, or on 
Friday in Egypt, or in other places across this planet with far too much regularity.  The 
peace of Christ would be cast like a blanket over the whole universe that had been 
groaning with labor pains…and there would be peace.4  Humankind would at last 
experience the health and wholeness and goodness God intended for creation from 
Creation.   
 Those earliest Christians honestly believed that at Jesus’ return people would 
finally “get it” – they would finally see the shallowness of selfishness and the beauty of 
selfless love.  Unity of all peoples would be achieved as every knee bowed and every 
tongue confessed Jesus as Lord.   
 This describes their pregnant condition.  This really is what they thought would 
happen any minute.  This was the hope within them kicking, twisting, longing to be born. 
 As I said, it may be difficult for us to appreciate the depth or edge to their hope.  
When they went to bed at night they prayed the morrow would be the day of Jesus’ 
return.  When they walked the streets of Rome or Antioch or Ephesus or Jerusalem they 
scanned every face to see if it was Jesus.  The way they dealt with one another, strangers, 
and even their enemies was marked by a belief that Christ’s kingdom would dawn any 
day.  Work and rest and worship were focused upon waiting for Jesus.   

3 
 But there was a problem…a problem big enough for Paul to write about it to the 
Roman Christians.  Time was moving on.  Twenty some odd years had elapsed since Jesus' 
resurrection.5  People who heard Jesus’ promise were dying…while Jesus was nowhere to 
be seen.  It was then and is now very difficult to sustain such expectant intensity… 
particularly in light of scant evidence.  People were growing tired of waiting…tired of 
standing on tip-toe…tired of getting their hopes up for what seemed like nothing.   
 I began this sermon by saying I am not a very good waiter.  That applies to 
pregnancy, too.  I don’t do pregnancy very well either…and I’m not just talking about the 
obvious.  I am talking about my apparent inability to sustain the kind of watchful, waiting, 
breathlessly expectant attitude Paul had in mind…and I think you are in the same boat.   
 You and I may be able to say we go through our days aware of the presence and 
care of God's Spirit.  But I suspect none of us go to bed at night praying the morrow will be 
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the day of Jesus’ return.  It has been 2000 years since Jesus’ took leave of this place.  That is 
a long time to be standing on tip-toe. 
 The earliest Christians were tired and frustrated.  With the delay of Jesus’ return, 
many began to have grave doubts.  Was Jesus simply mistaken?  Had he returned and 
they somehow missed him?  That did not seem likely, though, because the expected 
kingdom was nowhere to be seen.  Was it senseless to keep offering prayers? 

4 
 The lesson we read from Romans was Paul’s pep talk, if you will.  Seeing their 
enthusiasm wane, he urged the Roman Christians not to loose heart.  The hope given to 
them by the Spirit of the risen Christ was not counterfeit.  Being as pastoral as possible, 
Paul told them... 
 

…the moment we get tired in the waiting, God's Spirit is right alongside helping us along. 
If we don't know how or what to pray, it doesn't matter. He does our praying in and for 
us, making prayer out of our wordless sighs, our aching groans.6 

 
 Paul understood how prayer works.  You see, God knows our prayers before we 
put them into words or even thoughts.  God knows our prayers because God placed 
within us a longing for him…and gave us prayer as our native language.  We pray when 
we direct our thoughts, concerns, pains, joys, delights, and sorrows to God.  We pray 
when our first instinct is to turn to God for comfort and guidance…when we direct our 
frustrations as well as our praises to God.   
 I think Paul was also saying we pray even if we don’t feel like praying or we don’t 
know what to pray – when all we can aim at God is our wordless sighs, our aching groans.  
Many are the times when you and I turn to God in prayer but we cannot find the words to 
express what is on our hearts.  A loved one is hurting and we don’t know what to pray – 
all we know is that God is needed.     
 That doesn’t matter says Paul.  God knows.  God receives those inchoate thoughts 
and feelings and distills them into prayers.   
 Paul seems to say to the Romans and to us – if your patience grows thin and you 
can’t manage to sustain the intensity of your prayers, don’t become overly concerned.  The 
God who is with you always is working behind the scenes.  Whether you know it or not, 
God knows your deepest longing.     
 Because Paul experienced it himself, he realized Jesus’ message of God's 
unconditional love awakens within us a homing type of longing we might describe as 
rebirth.  It is much like the sense we have when we are wandering lost in an unknown city 
and, upon seeing a familiar landmark, know how to find our hotel. 
 I know I’ve told you this story before – but it bears repeating.  Anne Lamott’s 
Presbyterian pastor, Veronica, told this about her own childhood.  When she was about 
seven, her best friend got lost one day.  The little girl ran up and down the streets of the 
big town where they lived, but she couldn’t find a single landmark.  She was very 
frightened.  Finally a policeman stopped to help her.  He put her in the passenger seat of 
his car, and they drove around until she finally saw her church.  She pointed it out to the 
policeman, and then she told him firmly, “You can let me out now.  This is my church, and 
I can always find my way home from here.”7 
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 What this little girl said was more profound than she realized.  Perhaps Paul was 
saying something similar.  Perhaps Paul was saying, if in those moments when our faith is 
weak and we feel lost we can manage to place our trust in God then he will show us the 
way.  God will pray for us and in us…and in time God's prayers will become our prayers.   

5 
 Friends, Christ has not yet returned.  We live “between the times” – between the 
time of Jesus’ departure and his return.  There is no compelling reason to believe he will 
come today or tomorrow.  Yet we are called to live as if his advent will be any minute.   
 The humbling yet liberating reality is that we cannot nor are we meant to wait on 
our own.  We must support one another as we wait…lifting one another up when that 
needs to happen…and calming one another down when that need to happen.  And we 
must trust the Spirit of God to sustain us in our weakness…as we seek to live in harmony 
with the hymn we are about to sing - "Jesus our Lord, Emmanuel, while we are waiting, 
come."8  Amen. 
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